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We outline a practical algorithm for the solution of liquid-state integral equations for fluids of fully
anisotropic rigid molecules requiring three Euler angles for their configurational description and
leading to pair functions of five angular variables. The method is suitable for all potentials. We
illustrate the technique with sample results for SO2. © 1995 American Institute of Physics.
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The central task in the integral equation approach to
theory of liquids1 is the numerical solution of two coupled
nonlinear equations for the direct and indirect correlati
functions,c(12) andg~12!: the Ornstein–Zernike equation

g~12!5
r

8p2 E d3@c~13!1g~13!#c~32! ~1!

and the closure relation

c~12!5 exp@2bu~12!1g~12!1B~12!#212g~12!.

~2!

Here u(12) is theinteraction between molecules 1 and
B(12) theso-called bridge function~because of the resem
blance of its first density diagram to the Wheatstone brid
circuit!, r the number density, andb51/kBT the inverse tem-
perature. Various closures result from the choice made
approximatingB(12); for the discussion below, we shal
assume thatB(12) is given. In Eq.~1!, the integral is over
the coordinatesr3 andv3 of the molecular center and orien
tation, respectively.

The fivefold angular dependence of the pair function
X(12)5X(r 12,u1 ,u2 ,f12,x1 ,x2), for liquids of rigid, fully
anisotropic molecules makes these equations excessi
complex for numerical work. The first and essential ingre
ent for their reduction is a spherical harmonic expansion
the correlation functions,2,3

X~12!5 (
l1l2mn1n2

@~2l 111!~2l 211!#1/2

3Xl1l2m
n1n2 ~r 12!Dmn1

l1 ~v1!*Dm̄n2

l2 ~v2!* , ~3!

where the orientationsv5~f,u,x!, the Euler angles, are her
referred to the axial liner12 between molecular centers
Dmn
l ~v! is a generalized spherical harmonic in the conve

tion of Rose,4 andm̄52m. Inversion of the expansion give
the coefficients as
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Xl1l2m
n1n2 ~r 12!5

@~2l 111!~2l 211!#1/2

64p4

3E dv1 dv2 X~12!Dmn1

l1 ~v1!Dm̄n2

l2 ~v2!.

~4!

With these definitions, the n15n250 coefficients,
Xl1l2m
00 (r ), coincide with those commonly used for fluids of

linear molecules.5,6

The computational premise then is that a relative few
axial coefficientsg l1l2m

n1n2 (r ) will suffice for reconstruction of

the full angular descriptiong~12!. Other quantities, such as
the pair distribution function,

g~12!5 exp@2bu~12!1g~12!1B~12!#, ~5!

are obtained fromg~12!.
A related treatment was proposed by Fries and Pate7

and subsequently applied to polar fluids composed of sphe
cally shaped molecules.8 The particular treatment of the clo-
sure ~5! used in Refs. 7 and 8 to avoid multidimensiona
integration is however unsuitable for strongly anisotropic
short range interactions like those that give rise to the mo
lecular shape.9

GENERAL PROCEDURE

With these preliminaries, the iterative procedure now
followed in solving Eqs.~1! and~2! is a straightforward gen-
eralization of that for linear molecules.6 We sketch here the
steps in the procedure and elaborate only on the new el
ments.

~1! g l1l2m
n1n2 (r )→cl1l2m

n1n2 (r ):closure equation. With a finite

set of coefficientsg l1l2m
n1n2 (r ) in hand, an iteration for an im-

proved set begins with the construction ofg~12! using Eq.
~3!. The direct correlation functionc(12) follows from Eq.
~2! and its coefficientscl1l2m

n1n2 (r ) are then computed with Eq.

~4!. This is by far the most time-consuming step of the cal
culation and merits special attention. Several techniques
speed up this part are discussed below.
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~2! cl1l2m
n1n2 (r )→ c̃l1l2m

n1n2 (k): Fourier transforms. Th

Ornstein–Zernike~OZ! equation is most conveniently solve
in Fourier transform representation. To this end, the sp
fixed coefficients

c~r ; l 1l 2ln1n2!5(
m

C~ l 1l 2l ;mm̄0!cl1l2m
n1n2 ~r ! ~6!

are obtained by a Clebsch–Gordon~CG! transformation and
used to generate the Hankel transforms

c̃~k; l 1l 2ln1n2!54p i lE
0

`

dr r 2c~r ; l 1l 2ln1n2! j l~kr !,

~7!

where j l(x) is a spherical Bessel function of orderl . The
transforms forl.0 are reduced to sine or cosine transfor
by ‘‘lowering’’ c(r ; l 1l 2ln1n2! to l50 or 21 for l even or
odd, respectively.6 An inverse CG transformation then yield
the axial transform coefficients

c̃l1l2m
n1n2 ~k!5(

l
C~ l 1l 2l ;mm̄0!c̃~k; l 1l 2ln1n2! ~8!

needed for the OZ equation. In these expressi
C( l 1l 2l ;m1m2m) is a Clebsch–Gordon coefficient.

~3! c̃l1l2m
n1n2 (k)→g̃ l1l2m

n1n2 (k): OZ equation. Fourier transfo

mation of the OZ equation and expansion of the transfo
as in Eq.~3! leads to2,3

g̃ l1l2m
n1n2 ~k!5r (

l3 ,n3
~21!m1n3@ c̃l1l3m

n1n3 ~k!

1g̃ l1l3m
n1n3 ~k!# c̃l3l2m

n̄3n2 ~k!, ~9!

from which theg l1l2m
n1n2 (k) are extracted by matrix operation

~4! g̃ l1l2m
n1n2 (k)→g l1l2m

n1n2 (r ): inverse Fourier transforms

The iteration is completed by the analog of step~2!, begin-
ning with a CG transformation to space-fixed coefficients

g̃~k; l 1l 2ln1n2!5(
m

C~ l 1l 2l ;mm̄0!g̃ l1l2m
n1n2 ~k!, ~10!

followed by an inverse Hankel transform,

g~r ; l 1l 2ln1n2!5
1

2p2i l E0
`

dk k2g̃~k; l 1l 2ln1n2! j l~kr !.

~11!

This becomes an inverse sine or cosine transform for
‘‘lowered’’ coefficients, which are then ‘‘raised’’ to the fina
l.0 values.6 Another inverse CG transformation,

g l1l2m
n1n2 ~r !5(

l
C~ l 1l 2l ;mm̄0!g~r ; l 1l 2ln1n2!, ~12!

yields the new axial coefficients ofg~12! and completes on
iteration. Here the new and oldg~12! coefficients are com
pared; iterations continue untilg~12! is adequately self
consistent.
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ACCELERATORS

The calculations of step~1! above are computationally
intensive; we have used several methods to speed them
The first of these introduces an alternative step~1!, labeled
step~5!, and leads to a new inner loop for the iterations.

~5! g l1l2m
LINn1n2(r )→cl1l2m

LINn1n2(r ): linearized closure. The

greatest improvement is achieved by avoiding step~1! alto-
gether, as proposed recently by Labı´k et al.;10 instead, the
coefficientscl1l2m

LINn1n2(r ) are obtained from the linearized clo-

sure

cLIN~12!5c~12!1H~12!@gLIN~12!2g~12!#, ~13!

whereH(12)5]c(12)/]g(12). Theprecise form ofH(12)
depends on the closure used; for the HNC results discuss
below, it isH(12)5g(12)21. The computational cost now
comes in evaluating the coefficients for a product function
A(12)5B(12)C(12),3

Al1l2m
n1n2 ~r !5 (

l18 l28m8n18n28
(

l19 l29m9n19n29
B
l
18 l28m8

n18n28 ~r !C
l
19 l29m9

n19n29 ~r !

3F ~2l 1811!~2l 1911!~2l 2811!~2l 2911!

~2l 111!~2l 211!
G1/2

3C~ l 18l 19l 1 ;m8m9m!C~ l 18l 19l 1 ;n18n19n1!

3C~ l 28l 29l 2 ;m̄8m̄9m̄!C~ l 28l 29l 2 ;n28n29n2!. ~14!

This cost will normally be rather less than that of step~1!,
but still not inconsequential.

The iterations now run through an inner loop of rela-
beled steps~2!–~5! for the gLIN~12! coefficients, keeping
g~12! andc~12! fixed:

~2! cl1l2m
LINn1n2(r )→ c̃l1l2m

LINn1n2(k): Fourier transforms;

~3! c̃l1l2m
LINn1n2(k)→g̃ l1l2m

LINn1n2(k): OZ equation;

~4! g̃ l1l2m
LINn1n2(k)→g l1l2m

LINn1n2(r ): inverse transforms;

~5! g l1l2m
LINn1n2(r )→cl1l2m

LINn1n2(r ):linearized closure.

When self-consistency, tested after step~4!, is achieved for
gLIN~12!, g~12! is updated asgLIN~12! and the program re-
turns to step~1! for a full recalculation of thec(12) coeffi-
cients, whereupon the inner loops begins anew, starting fro
gLIN~12!5g~12! andcLIN~12!5c(12). Thecalculation termi-
nates wheng~12! reaches self-consistency in the outer loop

When step~1! is performed, the application of the full
quadrature is restricted by two bounds inr : ~i! within a pre-
determined core region,r,r core, the coefficients ofg(12)
are simply set to zero and~ii ! beyond a cutoff separation,
r.r cutoff , determined dynamically by the magnitude of the
anisotropic part ofg~12!, they are obtained from a second-
order expansion of theanisotropic partof the exponent in
Eq. ~5!. This again involves the product algorithm of Eq.
~14!.

Finally, when the full quadratureis performed, for
r core,r,r cutoff , its execution is accelerated by a generalize
fast-transform algorithm proposed by Orszag.11 We first re-
write Eq. ~3! in terms of x15 cosu1, x25 cosu2,
y5 cosf12, z15 cosx1, and z25 cosx2, so that
g(12)5g(r ,x1x2 ,y,z1z2). The discrete version evaluates
03, No. 1, 1 July 1995t¬to¬AIP¬license¬or¬copyright;¬see¬http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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g~12! at the pointsxi1,xi2,yj ,zk1,zk2 where thexi are then
roots of the Legendre polynomialPn~ cosu!, yj of the
Chebyshev polynomialTn~ cosf!, andzk of the Chebyshev
polynomialTn~ cosx!. Equation~3! then reads

g~r ,i 1 ,i 2 , j ,k1 ,k2!5 (
n2 ,n1 ,m52M

M

(
l25L2

M

(
l15L1

M

g l1l2m
n1n2 ~r !

3d̂mn1

l1 ~ i 1!d̂m̄n2
l2 ~ i 2!em~ j !

3en1~k1!en2~k2!, ~15!

where we have putd̂mn
l (x)5(2l11)1/2dmn

l (u), em(y)
5 exp~imf), anden(z)5 exp~inx); in the summation lim-
its, we useLa5 max~m,na!, a51,2. For brevity, we have
further writteni 1 for xi1, i 2 for xi2, etc.;M andn are param-
eters of the calculation. Equation~15! constitutes a sepa-
rable, five-dimensional transform; to rapidly evaluate this e
pression, the five-dimensional transform is replaced by fi
one-dimensional transforms:

g l2m
n1n2~r ,i 1!5 (

l15L1

M

g l1l2m
n1n2 ~r !d̂mn1

l1 ~ i 1!,

gm
n1n2~r ,i 1 ,i 2!5 (

l25L2

M

g l2m
n1n2~r ,i 1!d̂m̄ n2

l2 ~ i 2!,

gn1n2~r ,i 1 ,i 2 , j !5 (
m52M

M

gm
n1n2~r ,i 1 ,i 2!em~ j ! ~16!

gn2~r ,i 1 ,i 2 ,k1!5 (
n152M

M

gn1n2~r ,i 1 ,i 2 , j !en1~k1!

g~r ,i 1 ,i 2 , j ,k1,k2!5 (
n252M

M

gn2~r ,i 1 ,i 2 , j ,k1!en2~k2!.

Operations involving theem(y) anden(z) basis functions are
done in complex arithmetic; the final result is of course re
The sum of operations in Eqs.~16! is asymptotically smaller
than that of Eq.~15! and the procedure thus constitutes
‘‘fast separable transform’’.11

Evaluation of the fivefold integral in Eq.~4! using
Gaussian quadrature,

cl1l2m
n1n2 ~r !5w3 (

i1 ,i2 , j ,k1 ,k251

n

wi1
wi2

c~r ,i 1 ,i 2 , j ,k1 ,k2!

3d̂mn1

l1 ~ i 1!d̂m̄ n2

l2 ~ i 2!em̄~ j !en̄1~k1!en̄ 2~k2!

~17!

proceeds through a similar sequence of one-dimensio
transforms in reverse order and requires the same numbe
operations. In Eq.~17!, the wi51/~12xi

2)[Pn8(xi!#
2 are the

weights for Gauss–Legendre quadrature, whilew51/n is the
constant weight for Gauss–Chebyshev quadrature.

For simplicity, Eqs.~15!–~17! have been written for the
implicit ranges 0,f12,x1,x2,p. If a full range 0 to 2p is
needed, appropriate modifications are made.

The iterative scheme described above, referred to as
card iteration, is often only slowly convergent. Success
hybrids of the much more powerful~but also computation-
ally more costly! Newton–Raphson iteration with the Picar
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method have been developed for simple liquids12–16 and re-
cently generalized for liquids of linear molecules.10,17,18

These same generalizations can be used for the pre
nonlinear-molecule calculation. In the calculations repor
below we used LMV13 acceleration, but for just the radia
componentg̃000

00 (k). A broader implementation is being pre
pared.

Finally, we have used Ng’s method19 to construct at each
iteration a ‘‘best guess’’ for the nextg l1l2m

n1n2 (r ), based on the

previous three iterates, to further accelerate convergenc
well as an iterate-mixing scheme20 to smooth out the itera-
tions.

RESULTS

Here we present some preliminary results for a mode
nonlinear polyatomic molecules intended to reproduce

FIG. 1. Radial coefficient of the molecular pair distribution function f
fluid SO2: HNC integral equation vs molecular dynamics results.

FIG. 2. Angular projections of the molecular pair distribution function f
fluid SO2. Symbols denote MD results: open circles correspond to
g100
00 (r ) projection, filled circles tog200

00 (r ), and filled triangles tog200
20 (r ).

The HNC data are presented as solid curves.
3, No. 1, 1 July 1995to¬AIP¬license¬or¬copyright;¬see¬http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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properties of fluid SO2. Specifically, we use the model pro
posed by Sokolic´ et al.21 in a molecular dynamics study o
liquid SO2. For simplicity, of the model variations studied
Ref. 21, we consider here only the uncharged modelB, a
site–site potential with three interaction sites per molecu
The molecular geometry is defined by the apex an
uO–S–O5119.5° and the bond lengthrS–O51.434 Å. We have
chosen the interaction site potential parameters for ther
dynamic state 4 in Ref. 21, i.e.,sSS53.625 Å,sOO53.015 Å,
eSS/kB5167.5 K, andeOO/kB566.8 K. Cross interaction pa
rameters are determined according to Lorentz–Berth
rules. The molar volume is set toVm553.21 cm3/mol ~r
51.204 g/cm3! and the temperature to 793 K.~Note that this
is a much higher temperature than that of thermodyna
state 4 in Ref. 21.! In this preliminary work we restrict our
selves to the hypernetted-chain~HNC! approximation.

The integral equation was solved with 49 angular co
ficients up tog333

33 ; as a benchmark, we carried out a micr
canonical molecular dynamics simulation with a 500 parti
sample that equilibrated atT579363 K. The HNC solution
yields a compressibility factorbPHNC/r53.78, which is in
reasonable agreement with our simulation va
bPMD/r53.02. The HNC prediction for the configuration
energy isbUHNC/N522.17, also quite close to the simula
tion resultbUMD/N522.24. In accord with these thermody
namic agreements, the microscopic structure of the fluid
also reliably reproduced by the integral equation. This can
appreciated in Figs. 1 and 2, which depict the center
center distribution function and three of the low-order ang
lar projections of the molecular distribution function. Bea
ing in mind the usually poor performance of the HN
closure for molecular systems,22 these results can be consi
ered remarkably good.
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